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The file transfer solution
sober, responsible and virtuous.

filevert.fr
FileVert PRO is CSR Ready!

What is FileVert?

sober > eco-responsible > secure > 
efficient > confidential
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Did you  know that?

is the share of GHG emissions 
generated by the digital sector, 
up 9% per year.

of Internet browsing from 
France is equivalent to 20 
meters travelled in a city car.

of data stored in the cloud is 
never used. 
Datacenters use 2% of the 
global world  energy.

sent with attachment = leave a 
standard light bulb on for 1 
hour.

is the increase in the volume of 
data stored by companies 
each year.
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2 min

80%

1 mail 
100%

is one of the 
solutions

Improve our 
uses



➔ Ephemeral transfers 
and economical

➔ ISO27001, ISO50001 and 
HDS (health data) certified 
hosting.

➔ French accommodation 
powered by renewable 
energy.

➔ Confidentiality assured

With FileVert every 
transfer counts:

⇒ 1 simple file transfer 
more economical 
can contribute to the 
ecological transition and 
inform each recipient of 
the eco-gestures to 
adopt!  

In addition, it is 
eco-compensated!
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The solution      

5+ tons of CO2eq 
saved

Each kWh consumed 
is transformed into 

beneficial action for 
the planet and for 

humans.



FileVert is also :

less storage time than 
standard.

more economical per mega 
transfer 

less resources per visit (at a 
minimum).

minutes on average 
per visit.

unnecessary storage, abusive 
notifications, ad targeting, file 
previewing, data resale, 
unnecessary resources.
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76%
20%
30%

2.2

Green
These figures are 
rising and can be 
reduced by improving 
our practices.
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Upload your files,
get your link and share it! 

in 3 clicks 

Visit filevert.fr

How does it work?
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Your recipient clicks 
on the "Download" 
button and retrieves 
the files.
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Control your 
impact and costs

Avoid saturating 
your cloud 

storage 

Boost the 
effectiveness of 
your shares 
with control 
and sobriety

Give substance to 
your CSR and 

Green IT 
commitments to 
your employees 
and customers.

Transfer efficiently according to 
your needs with 3 to 15 days of 
availability.

Monitor and control your 
exchanges and impacts alone 
or as a team.

Promote your actions while 
transferring your files

Integrate your employees into 
your CSR and CSR approach.

Support an ethical project.

Why ?



● Define the needs of 
your organization

● Add user credits to 
your account

● Onboard users via a 
simple invitation link

● Manage your transfers 
and your activity 
report

● Customize your pages 
to your image

configurable 
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2€ per
account

offers
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Secure and ephemeral
Transfers are encrypted and all transfers made are 

ephemeral with a retention period limited to a 
maximum of 15 days.

HDS certified hosting (health data)

Sober and 
economical

Simple and 
efficient

Committed and unifying
With FileVert Premium, you can customize your send 

and receive page to give meaning to your 
engagement.

Transparent and respectful 
of your privacy

100% French infrastructure operating in compliance 
with the RGPD and the recommendations of the CNIL. 

Data storage is transparent and geolocated.



Let's think digital 
more soberly

For more information, 
go directly to 

FileVert or our guide

To support FileVert, you just have to put 
the platform 

in favorites, you can also subscribe to 
our offers 👍

Or share this presentation 🌿.

contact@filevert.fr

https://filevert.fr/about/pro
https://guide.filevert.fr/en
https://filevert.fr/offers
https://filevert.fr/offers
mailto:contact@filevert.fr

